Nights of the living dead with ever-increasing odds against Zombies is an extended game of tag schedule conflicts kept the game date for the trial game landed that occurred on Halloween of SPS, herself included, joined the interest in the event itself. She needed a campus sponsor, Barber in their free time, and when they They managed most of the work more standard weeklong version. game required, but Barber saw this within days. Facebook group to find interest other universities. They started a Adam Cross heard about the several days. or-be-tagged social game lasting students fought for survival and what kind of chaos that would bring sophomore Benjamin Barber knows and overseer of such a scenario, - a zombie outbreak. As the writer in the address. For example, the fake site has part of the real URL that looks like a popular site such as Twitter, Facebook, MySpace. Links are shared to look like sites you may want to visit. To be safe, you will take you is to use the free service www.longurl.org. LongURL will take your shortened URL and find the real URL for you. Most people fall for this because they lack trust. The views expressed are those of the writer and not necessarily those of The Torch. Contact Tyler Gegg at torch@valpo.edu.
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